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RBS Technology Showcase Event – 29th Jan 2016 – Edinburgh 

 

You don't have to study Technology to have a passion for it. 

Here at RBS, we want the energy and fresh perspectives that talented school leavers like you can 

bring to tell us what our customers want, and will want in the future. 

We don't just use Technology to keep things ticking along. 

We've got that bit sorted. 

We're big fans of the weird and wonderful. 

From robots… yes, robots in the office to replace the physical you, to creating computer games to 

encourage sound money management for Children, to being the first bank to provide Apple Pay for 

our customers; we're at the forefront of innovation. And we intend to keep it that way. 

If you're always the first to know about new Technology, snap up the newest, smartest phone or the 

friend that always knows what to do when you get the dreaded screen freeze; maybe a career in this 

ever-evolving field is for you. 

Be the person behind new advancements to help drive us forward as a bank; ensuring our 

Technology keeps us competitive, innovative and constantly meets and exceeds the needs of our 

customers. 

Join us on Friday 29th January 2016 at our Edinburgh HQ for a day of jam-packed activities 

showcasing Technology at RBS and what a career with us could mean for you. 

*if you are looking for a learn whilst you earn development opportunity, then our Technology 

Apprenticeships will provide you with a Level 3 qualification, a permanent job and  first step in 

your career in an evolving financial services organisation.* 

Sign up here: 

https://www.rbsearlycareers.com/EventManager/EventApply/EventApply.asp?EGUID=DC72F6A

0-428D-46A7-904C-0894419335EF 
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